Efforts by African leaders and the international community to instill political sanity in Sub-Saharan African seem to be in vain. It is in light of this background that this paper will explore the problems of Sub-Saharan Africa in order to present recommendations on measures to redress this situation. This would be achieved by discussing the pre-colonial cultural background of Sub-Saharan Africans in general, the impact of Colonialism and Communism on Sub-Saharan African politics, leadership and culture. The focus will be on how colonialism has reinforced the negative cultural stereotypes on Sub-Saharan Africans. It will also explore the factors that enticed Sub-
Saharan Africans to Communism and why Sub-Saharan Africa is still obsessed with
Communism when it has failed globally? Challenges of post cold war and strategies for sustained democracy in Sub-Saharan Africa will also be discussed.
The Early Civilization Era
To understand the cultural background of Sub-Saharan Africa, it is important to understand the factors that influence the early organization of Sub-Saharan societies.
The early civilization of mankind took place around North Africa and Eurasia with the first civilized kingdoms being the Kingdom of Mesopotamia and Egypt around 3100 BC.
These two kingdoms were followed by the Kingdoms of Indus: 2500 BC, the Aegean:
2000 BC, China: 1600 BC, America: 1200 BC, the Phoenicians: from 1000 BC and regional civilizations (Greece, Rome, China, Americas and Islam): AD 400 -1500. 5 The region of Sub-Saharan Africa was left out from this development due to geographical factors, such as the climatic changes that took place around 3000 BC causing the desertification of the Sahara leading to the partial isolation of the region from North
Africa and Eurasia. 6 The region was further isolated from the rest of the world by large oceans that surround it. But the most crucial factor that retarded the formation of large civilized societies was the hostile environment within the region itself. According to John
Iliffe, "Africa"s rocks, poor soil, fickle rainfall, abundant insects and unique prevalence of disease composed an environment hostile to agricultural communities". 7 Pre-colonial Africa was therefore under populated until the late twentieth century and the early societies were nomadic in search of food and arable land for grazing. These societies were focused on adapting to the environment rather than changing it. Fears of extinction as a result of hostile environment led to the focus on fertility which gave birth to polygyny. 8 This adaptive character of early Sub-Saharan Africans may give some light to understanding the tolerant nature of the people of this region to abuse as has been the case throughout its history as exemplified by their endurance of slavery and other abusive systems.
Another factor that contributed to the delay of civilization in the region were the vast sums of land that were unoccupied which encouraged ambitious or discontent members of the communities to migrate to other areas in the region and establish new settlements. It is the combination of all these factors that led to Sub-Saharan Africa"s failure to keep up with early civilization. The first recorded contact with the outside world was around AD 1000 between East Africans and the nations of Southern Arabia and the Red Sea. 9 There is also evidence of early trade between West Africa and North Africa around the 7 th century. 10 These interactions resulted in the commercial development of these areas and introduced the influence of Islam in Africa culture as these nations"
culture was superior to that of Sub Saharan Africa. By the eleventh and early twelfth centuries about eight of the costal settlements built stone mosques with the most prominent one being the foundation of the Muslim dynasty at Kilwa on the South Tanzanian coast. 11 Arabic trade also expanded south inland, to Great Zimbabwe through Mozambique.
Atlantic Slavery Trade
The next notable contact with the outside world was the arrival of the Portuguese which marked the beginning of the Atlantic slave trade which began in A.D.1441 and lasted for more than three centuries. The slave trade resulted in approximately 11 million West African people being sold by their own leaders to Europeans who exported them across the Atlantic. 12 This wave of human trafficking severely interrupted the demographic growth in West Africa for over three centuries resulting in another halt in the region"s development. The exact severity of the slave trade on the West African demographic cannot be quantified due to lack of recorded data relating to those that died during capture, or while waiting to be transported across the Atlantic Ocean to their destinations of bondage. 13 According to John Iliffe "the slave trade grew faster than international trade as a whole and it was mainly concentrated in West Africa but it had no impact in changing the structure of West African industry or improve its transport system even after three hundred years of trade with Europe". 14 He continues to explain that even though the main economic activity in those days was agriculture, there was very limited participation from West African communities in agriculture and their only form of agricultural export was to supply food to feed the slaves while en route to their place of enslavement. 15 This again shows a similar reaction as exhibited by early SubSaharan African society of being adaptive to the harsh environment rather than endeavoring to change it. The African slave traders neglected all other forms of economy and focused on this immoral activity without even realizing that they were robbing their communities of a productive sector of the population.
The slave trade severely affected the social life in Sub-Saharan Africa in many ways, for example ownership of slaves in highly commercialized coastal societies became the criterion for full citizenship and in the Gold Coast it is estimated that, around 1770 so-called "free men" owned at least one or two slaves. 16 According to Iliffe, "the ethos of slave societies was brutally inegalitarian and acquisitive," it upheld the belief that wealth can only be accumulated by exploiting others and the desperation to acquire this wealth drove African slave owners to appeal to supernatural powers such as witchcraft and gods to assist them in accumulating more slaves. 17 He further writes that previous cultures of hardship in Africa made slavery possible and survivable, for instance the polygamous marriages catered for orphans and surplus women and the kinship network structure was also strengthened by slavery. 18 On the main, the early colonial governments were only holding operations in anticipation of future benefits from the colonies and each colonial power had its own policies to administer their colonies. 24 The French had the highest number of colonies.
Countries that were under French rule were Senegal, Mauritania, Niger, Ivory Coast, Benin, Mali, Burkina Faso, Central African Republic, Gabon, Chad, Congo Brazzaville, Guinea, Equatorial Guinea, Madagascar, Somali, Comoros and Reunion Islands.
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French colonial policy was based on the belief that the French culture was superior to the cultures of their colonial subjects and therefore adopted an assimilation policy. The assimilation policy meant that individuals who were coerced into accepting French culture and religion would receive all the rights enjoyed by a metropolitan Frenchman. In practice this principle was not always observed by the colonial masters even though the colonial subjects complied with its requirements. 26 In essence the French colonial policy of assimilation was as humiliating as it was psychologically and socially degrading. To convince people to believe that they were inferior and should therefore denounce their own heritage and sheepishly adopt French culture in order to be recognized as equals Leopold"s policy for Congo is a classical example of the repressive rule by Europeans over Africans and clearly illustrates how African countries were dispossessed of their rich mineral resources whilst marginalized from participating in economic activities and governance. After the death of Leopold, Belgian authorities revised their system of indirect rule in Congo adopting a more direct and paternalistic system which gave the inhabitants of Congo very little participation in directing their own affairs. 31 The new Belgian policy for Congo was comprehensive and was designed to lead to the social and economic betterment of their colony. One of its cornerstones was an education policy that was designed to train Congolese for subordinate positions within the colony.
It should, however, be noted that the Belgians had a different system for Rwanda and Burundi which was based on indirect rule by Tutsi aristocracy. 32 In this context the Belgians manipulated the physical differences between the Tutsis, who were in the minority, and the Hutu majority to use the former to exploit the latter creating a conflict that has endured for decades.
The last colonial power discussed in this paper is Portugal. Portugal colonized Angola, Mozambique and Portuguese Guinea (now known as Equatorial Guinea). The Portuguese adopted an assimilation policy that rewarded those amongst their subjects who accepted Portuguese culture and could speak their language, with equal rights. 33 However, this policy never realized its objective due to resource constraints on Portugal.
As a result only 36,000 Africans were assimilated out of a total population of 10.5 million found in all Portuguese colonies in Africa. Another reason for its limited impact derived from the fact that Portuguese citizens were used to administering Africans up to lower levels hence their rule was dominated by abuses such as forced labor. 34 Though Germany, Spain and Italy were other European colonial powers of note they will, however, not be discussed in this paper. It is worth mentioning that, like slavery, colonial rule had a significant impact, mostly negative, in the overall life of Eritrea that has not abated despite the attainment of independence by the latter in 1993. 35 The other one is the brewing border dispute between Uganda and DRC around Lake Albert which has been exasperated by the discovery of oil. 36 Last but not least the simmering conflict between the people of Uganda and Kenya from the small Migingo Island in Lake Victoria that is further compounded by the local fishermen"s claim to the effect that the island belongs to both countries. 37 The list of these conflicts is endless and so far some of the boundary disputes have been resolved by the International Law
Court which basically relies on the application of the principle of ""uti possidetis, ita possideatis," or "as you possess, so may you possess." This means that whatever was owned by colonial powers as part of that colony before independence remains with that colony post independence. 38 Though this has been successful in situations, such as the Burkina Faso border, it has not managed to adequately resolve other issues where the stakes are higher and the situation is more complex. An example of this is the current Sudan crisis that has lead to the referendum to decide on the secession of South Sudan from the Islamic Republic of Sudan.
Another political repercussion of colonialism was the destruction of the existing African political systems and the confinement of Africans to junior positions that were only created or allowed to exist to enhance colonial control. These clearly demonstrated that colonial powers were not ready to give power to Africans as articulated by Philip
Mitchell, the governor of Uganda, who in 1939 said, "We have an almost unlimited time to make our disposition." 39 Mitchell made this statement to justify the reluctance of the colonial powers in preparing or allowing Africans to participate in their own governance.
The other negative impact of colonial powers was their malicious use of the tribal differences that existed between Africans to exacerbate conflict amongst the indigenous population that had hitherto managed to coexist peaceful. This was deliberately orchestrated to prevent them from uniting against the colonialists. This policy was referred to as "divide and rule" and had far reaching consequences for Africa whose deep rooted negative impacts are still evident till this day. The divide and rule and, indirect policies continue to fuel current conflicts between Hutu and Tutsi in the present Rwanda and Burundi and were the chief source of the Rwanda genocide in the early 1990s. The issue of using ethnic differences was first started by the Germans who brought their racist tendencies from Europe and convinced the Tutsi, who were taller and had a lighter skin with a sharper nose than Hutu, that they were a superior ethnic group than their Hutu compatriots. When the Belgians later arrived they reinforced these stereotypes and maliciously magnified these differences to an extent that when the physical differences were difficult to identify due to inter-ethnic marriages they used the number of cattle an individual possessed to highlight the differences between the two groups. Those who had ten or more cattle were regarded as Tutsi and those with less than ten cattle as Hutus. The ethnic differences were even recorded in the identity documents that Africans were forced to carry with them all the time. which, to a degree, had a very positive impact as it managed to convert a highly superstitious society. This happened during an era where it was common for African slave owners to appeal to supernatural powers such as witchcraft, and gods to assist them in accumulating more slaves or wealth and sometimes this involved human sacrifices. 42 The labor migration to the cities built by colonial powers encouraged some form of cultural integration of Africans who were originally highly segregated into small tribes.
Both the integration of African societies in the cities, and the increased number of educated people, led to the formation liberation movements in Sub-Saharan Africa. 43 In this regard, an educated group of Africans started to mobilize the populations of Sub Saharan Africa calling for national liberation as early as the beginning of the twentieth century and these efforts intensified in the 1950"s. The threat of the cold war forced colonial powers to weigh the benefits of fighting to retain the colonies and some realized that cost considerations left them with no alternative but to cut down on the number of colonies. It must, however, be mentioned that when this reality dawned most, if not all, colonial powers were caught off guard and therefore left without, if at all, adequately preparing their colonial subjects for self-government. The first Sub-Saharan African country to attain independence was Ghana in 1957. This marked the beginning of the liberation of Africa. Colonial powers, confronted by this reality desperately concocted crash courses in self-government and constitutions were borrowed from other countries to manage the African take over. 44 The advent of independence introduced a new era in the Sub Saharan African history and politics.
Post Colonial Leadership
The This total rejection of colonial structures and instruments of governance often proved to be as short-sighted as it was suicidal on the part of new post-colonial governments.
This situation was compounded by the fact that during the colonial era colonialists" perception which maintained that Africans were inferior ensured that Africans did not get adequate exposure to the colonial way of doing things. Since the colonialists were of the view that Africans were not intelligent enough to come to grips with the sophisticated institutions of the west there was general reluctance to prepare Africans for governance and management of their institutions. That the western powers also undermined and interfered with the tribal ruling system resulted in those institutions becoming dormant and, by extension, not being in a position to develop and adapt with the times. There was consequently a wide vacuum in the government structure in post colonial era. Secondly, when the reality of decolonization had dawned, often unexpectedly, constitutions were concocted overnight to try and manage the transition and as a result they proved to be a problem for the early African leaders. As can be expected adapting to new responsibilities led many post colonial leaders being confronted with problems soon after their ascendance to power as they struggled to govern with the weak and, often, inappropriate structures that had been left by colonialists. When they felt threatened by growing dissent from the public in relation to poor governance and their own failure to resist to the temptation of remaining in power for longer than was permitted by the constitution most resorted to desperate measures of clinging to power. The first thing they did was to try and alter the constitution to suit their needs i.e. prolong their power indefinitely. For an example, as soon as Ghana"s first post-colonial indigenous leader, Kwame Nkrumah, was challenged and criticized shortly after Ghana"s i ndependence his reaction was heavy handed in the sense that he evoked the draconian Preventive Detention Act (1958), (which provided for detention without trial for up to 5 years" later extended to 10 years) and, in 1964, a constitutional referendum changed the country to a one-party state.
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The next solution that African leaders adopted was to turn to socialism or communism. In trying to convince their populations to adopt communism or socialism they argued that Africans were in their nature socialistic and that their way of life was originally socialistic or communal before it was disturbed by the arrival of Europeans. the owners who were mostly foreign being compensated. 53 In reality the shallowness of these ideals was soon exposed. This happened when owing to the inefficiency of SubSaharan African government to govern the country and manage these economies soon created internal tensions as only government loyalists and family members were benefiting from the country"s wealth. These tensions resulted in coup d"etats, sometimes bloody, which, in turn, brought to the fore the next generation of leaders who were military tyrants.
Now this is a fallacy as earlier indicated above that
As already indicated in the preceding pages that Sub-Saharan Africa was swept by a wave of military coups for over a prolonged period of time and these coups were no doubt a legacy of the past. Post colonial Sub Saharan African armies were inherited from the colonial government and they were initially formed to repress rebellion and protect colonialist interest. The recruitment in the colonial army was mostly based on exclusion of certain tribe in favors of those loyal to the colonialist which meant that they
were not representative of their population demographics. 54 That post-colonial rulers inherited such armies suggested that such armies were, from the very onset, a recipe for disaster especially bearing in mind that they were used to suppress the same revolutions that they were now expected to defend. Nonetheless tensions between political leaders and the military heightened as the inexperienced government failed to run the affairs of the country and eventually the military leaders took over the government through coup d"état sighting various reasons. Some of the reasons cited by military leaders to take over the government ranged from accusing the civilian government of corruption, tribalism ethnicity, inefficiency, etc. Unfortunately, this era of military leaders was also an era that was characterized by, at times, even worse inefficiency, clinging to power, corruption, tribalism, nepotism, money laundering, repressive laws, gross violation of human rights, etc, than the civilian governments that they had ousted with promises of better governance, democracy and prosperity. As already intimated this rhetoric still makes sense amongst a sizeable number of the third generation (current) leaders. The irony is that even those leaders that espouse democratic values and free market economies still find themselves entrapped, in the communist/socialist rhetoric. For instance, some amongst this generation of political leaders tell their constituencies that business is exploiting them and that they should strengthen their trade unions to fight diligently against exploitation from the employers. This happens despite the reality of the government being the major employer, a situation that sets government in constant conflict with its employees courtesy of the rhetoric from some government leaders about the need to strengthen the bargaining power of trade unions. The obvious consequence of this is that these governments find themselves preoccupied with attempts that are geared at resolving labor disputes as angry workers go on rampage destroying the "capitalist infrastructure" that is already poor because they do not regard themselves as having a stake in its ownership. The message sent by political leaders as interpreted by the population is that the infrastructure does not belong to the nation but to the rich even though most of it is maintained at tax payer expense. The other problem of the third generation leaders is that in an effort to evade accountability they condemn their own institutions of accountability as capitalist agents and counter revolutionary, which again encourages a culture of non accountability. The other card up the sleeves of the third generation Sub
Saharan African leaders to gain popularity is the rhetoric of wealth redistribution to the poor which in realty means enrichment of party loyalists and family members.
Remedial Strategies
Taking into cognizance of the above discussion it is clear that Sub-Saharan
Africa has serious problems which have evolved over a long period of time. At the core of addressing all these problems is leadership. Unavoidably the most important consideration for African leaders will be to try and the master the art of strategic communication. In this regard, the message they put across should be crafted to reach the entire citizenry in its diversity and should take into cognizance the reality of The other thing that Sub-Saharan leaders need to do is to establish credible governance institutions to promote order and security so as to attract investment in their countries. They should deem themselves to be the custodian of these institutions and should there defend them diligently. Thirdly leaders should work towards transforming their economies by minimizing the participation of government while ensuring a broader participation of their public. They should endeavor at all times to promote the relationship between the investor and the population and this again will mainly be achieved by the right political rhetoric and progressive policies. In most countries of the region the wealth is owned by a small significant number of local people and multinational companies and this is a potential source of future conflict. In countries where redistribution has taken or taking place it usually focused on few individuals. This also creates resentment and a source of future conflict yet the more people own the less number of them will be enticed to destroy the infrastructure in case of any dispute.
The sum total of the above suggested remedies will lead to the social transformation of the region. The more people have access to and participate in the economy the less poverty and hence the more avenues for social transformation will prevail. Good governance systems and positive leadership will promote democratic principles, values and rule of law amongst the population and so is stable economy.
Conclusion
Throughout its history, Sub-Saharan African development has been retarded by epoch after epoch of misfortune. From the early civilization era which saw the region being left out from civilization due to geographic factors to the subsequent eras of slavery, colonial and post colonial. Some negative impacts of these eras were carried forward to the present generation and are part of the major causes of today"s problems.
Though the early civilization and slavery have had impacts in the backwardness of the region such as the developmental stagnation for more than three centuries during slave trade, they are not significant influences on today"s problems. Colonialist legacy and communist nostalgia have had the most significant contribution to the failure of democracy in the region. As earlier pointed out they have been the source of political crisis in the region, which has manifested it"s self by but not limited to suspension of constitutions, election rigging or annulment military coups, civil wars, bad governance, etc. The situation has been a frustration to the people of the region and the international community at large the region continues to lead the world in failing states.
Of course one has to acknowledge that there has been some change in Africa.
The Africa of today has a number of former Heads of State and/or Government than at any time in its history. It is heartening to note that some of these leaders voluntarily handed over power before or when their country"s constitutions so demanded. Some amongst them are availing their skills as eminent persons to the African Union (AU) to help resolve some of the outstanding conflicts on the African continent. The AU itself suspends any country where the government is ousted by undemocratic means. There are also a growing number of current African leaders that is unapologetically embracing the free market system/ capitalism. Ghana has again led the way by, on more than one occasion, peacefully transferring power from a loosing incumbent to another party. The cherry on top is that Liberia has Africa"s first female Head of State and/or Government.
Conversely one needs to mention that many elections in Africa leave a lot to be desired. There is indeed a tendency by those in power to want to hold on to power until kingdom come. This is often at the expense of suppressing democracy within their own parties so that nobody challenges them and arresting political competitors under trumped up charges. There have also been instances where the incumbent refused to relinquish power, a situation which has led into the imposition of the unworkable solution of a government of national unity.
On a positive note, 2011 is proving to be a year where the scourge of dictatorship in Africa and beyond will get an overdue burial. The first quarter of the year has witnessed social networks" driven revolutions that look destined to usher democracy the world over. The message has been basic but firm. As currently witnessed the peoples in a number of countries in mostly North Africa and the Middle East are rising against longserving autocratic rulers and demanding the aforementioned rights so that they can be architects of their own lives and destiny. The leaders of Sub-Saharan Africa should learn a lesson from this and fast track the processes of democracies and of assistance to them are the remedial strategies suggested above. 
